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Gadgets play important role in the field of teaching and learning. It is one way of imparting knowledge to the pupils. It can enhance their intellectual aspect as they engage in different types of gadgets. The use of this kind of material helps a lot in the field of education. It can make teaching and learning enjoyable and easy to apply. It can solve problems much easier than the usual way. The use of these gadgets makes everyone feel that they belonged to this world of change where everyone feels comfortable in using technology. It can promote independent learning wherein children can learn by themselves. They can gain knowledge without the assistance of parents and teachers. It can speed up school work and enhance teaching and learning. They were also motivated to learn.

Moreover, there are also disadvantages of using gadgets in education. In every action that we are doing, there is a corresponding responsibility. Too much use of gadgets could harm. It can cause addiction – in games, messengers and social media which can lead to a lack of interest in studying and doing their school tasks.

To lessen this kind of action, teachers and parents should work cooperatively to give attention to the children. They need proper guidance in handling their gadgets. The parents should see to it that their children should have a well-rounded activity wherein there is a balance of development on their holistic aspects. They should be aware of the application that their children used on their guidance. Explain also the consequences of their actions. Let them realized that they should not be slaves of the present technology unless they use them to enhance their total development to the fullest.
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